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Part I. Multiple choice items  

A: Choice (a, b, c, or d) and mark it on your answer sheet. 

1. Let’s not ………… T.V. now.  

 a. watch  b. watching 

 c. to watch  d. watches 

2. Many people like to buy on the installment plan; …………, Mary prefers to buy for cash.  

 a. consequently  b. so 

 c. but  d. nevertheless 

3. The geometry books haven’t arrived, and ………… have the English books. 

 a. so  b. neither 

 c. otherwise  d. when 

4. ………… he was studying English, his friend called him. 

 a. Because  b. Until 

 c. While   d. Although 

5. The manager must be notified immediately ………… a robbery might occur in the hotel. 

 a. otherwise  b. unless 

 c. provided that  d. in order that 

6. If the weather ………… good yesterday, I would have gone swimming. 

 a. been  b. were 

 c. had being  d. had been 

7. He was warmly received ………… he went. 

 a. wherever   b. in spite of the fact that 

 c. nevertheless   d. in case 

8. Prof. David, ……………………, is my counselor. 

 a. has designed  b. who designed the travel book 

 c. to design the travel book d. whom is designing 
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9. My last letter ………… I enclosed the check was typed.  

 a. which  b. with whose 

 c. in which  d. by which 

10. She asked me, ……………………  

 a. how much did cost the book? b. how much costs the book? 

 c. “How much the book costs?” d. “How much does the book cost?” 

11. He denied that he ………… the money. 

 a. had taken   b. taken 

 c. took   d. is taken 

12. It is essential that every applicant ………… a loan form. 

 a. filling on  b. filled up 

 c. fill out  d. fills out 

13. The music ………… is by Mozart. 

 a. is being played  b. being played 

 c. has been played  d. to be played 

14. They watched the children ………… . 

 a. are playing  b. were played 

 c. had played  d. playing 

15. Mr. Smith had the mechanic ………… his car. 

 a. repair   b. repairs 

 c. has repaired  d. repaired 

16. His parents could not understand his senseless ………… cars. 

 a. stealing at  b. stolen of 

 c. steal by  d. stealing for  

17. It would embarrass him ………… in public without a coat and tie. 

 a. be seeing  b. to seen 

 c. having seen  d. to be seen 
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18. She had the maid ………… the rooms.  

 a. cleans  b. has cleaned 

 c. clean  d. to clean 

19. That is a good company ………… . 

 a. that to work  b. for which to work  

 c. to work of  d. to be working 

20. The newspaper is divided into sections, each ………… to a special aspect of the news. 

 a. devotes  b. devoted 

 c. is devoting  d. is being devoting 

21. His resemblance ………… his father is very striking. 

 a. of  b. for 

 c. by  d. to 

22. I doubt the complete ………… of the letter. 

 a. accuracy  b. is accurate 

 c. accurately  d. accurate 

23. Jane, ……………………, is finishing high school this year. 

 a. is their eldest daughter b. is being their eldest daughter 

 c. their eldest daughter d. has been attending our class 

 

B. Choose the proper “answer” or equivalent  for the underlined part.  

 

24. I can’t do anything at all, there is so much noise around me. 

 a. with  b. by 

 c. being  d. having 

25. She loves to hear this.  

 a. the children’s to laugh b. the laughing of the children 

 c. the children’s laughter d. laugh of children 
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26. New York, a city which has eight million people, has always fascinated me. 

 a. participial phrase   b. noun clause 

 c. adjective clause  d. prepositional phrase 

27. The widow, who was afraid to be seen crying, dried her eyes, quickly.  

 a. to be seen crying  b. was afraid to be seen crying 

 c. having been afraid to cry d. afraid to be seen crying 

28. If he can’t pay cash, they won’t sell to him. 

 a. Despite his not paying cash b. Unless he can pay cash 

 c. Whether or not he can pay cash d. As though he can’t pay cash 

29. The company for which she works employs many people. 

 a. she works for  b. she works 

 c. she is working for  d. which she works 

 

C. Choose the exclamatory sentence for the following. 

 

30. This lecture is boring. 

 a. What a boring this lecture is! b. How is this lecture boring! 

 c. Such boring is this lecture! d. How boring this lecture is! 

 

Part II. Essay type questions. 

 

A. Make a “subjectless” gerund phrase out of the words in parenthesis. Make whatever 

changes or additions necessary. 

1. She scolded the cook for (not, put, enough salt, soup). )�/���	
 (  

 

B. Supply the perfect infinitive form. 

2. He was found (misappropriate) the funds. ) �/���	
 (  
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C. Rewrite the following sentences properly.  

3. It was generous (you, give, all, that money, blind man, the) ) �/���	
 (  

 

4. He felt (something, go wrong, motor, his car, the). ) �/���	
 (  

 

D. Combine the following sentences, using too or enough plus an infinitive phrase. 

5. The car is very large. It can seat six people comfortably. ) �/���	
 (  

 

E. Rewrite the following sentences by changing sentence “A” to an absolute construction. 

6.    A. Tears were streaming sown her face. ) �/���	
 (  

 B. The child ran home to be comforted by her mother. ) �/���	
 (  

 

F. Make an abstract noun phrase out of the words in parenthesis. 

7. (employ highly qualified workers) has greatly increased their production. ) �/���	
 (  

 

G. Change the second sentence into an adjective clause and insert it into the first sentence. 

8.    a. The street ………… is a very busy one. ) �/���	
 (  

 b. Our store is located on that street. 

 

H. Combine the following sentences so that the second one becomes a that clause after 

anticipatory it. 

9.  A. This is essential. ) �/���	
 (  

 B. You should see your dentist at once. 

 

I. Change to indirect speech. 

10. The technician said, “The laboratory has already sent in the report.” )�/���	
 (  
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J. Change each type of sentence into a noun clause object. 

11.  a. What time is it? )�/���	
 (  

 b. I don’t know ……………… . 

 

12.  a. Where is your office? ) �/���	
 (  

 b. Can you tell me ………………… . 

 

13.  a. His son is a famous writer. ) �/���	
 (  

 b. He boasted about …………………… . 

 

K. Change the adverbial clause of time to a participial phrase. 

14. When he arrived home late at night, he found that the house had been broken into. ) �/���	
 (  
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